Abstract. The sequential calculus is an algebraic calculus, intended for reasoning about phenomena with a duration and their sequencing. It can be specialized to various domains used for reasoning about programs and systems, including Tarski's calculus of binary relations, Kleene's regular expressions, Hoare's CSP and Dijkstra's regularity calculus. In this paper we use the sequential calculus as a tool for algebraizing temporal logics. We show that temporal operators are definable in terms of sequencing and we show how a specific logic may be selected by introducing additional axioms. All axioms of the complete proof system for discrete linear temporal logic (given in [9] ) are obtained as theorems of sequential algebra. Our work embeds temporal logic into an algebra naturally equipped with sequencing constructs, and in which recursion is definable. This could be a first step towards a design calculus for transforming temporal specifications by stepwise refinement into executable programs. This paper is an extended abstract of a technical report [5] containing full proofs (available by ftp). Most proofs have been omitted and simplifying assumptions were made to make the presentation easier.
Introduction
The nature and purpose of abstraction has been described by Dijkstra in [4] .
We now take what is a standard step in mathematical theory building. The step is taken after the introduction of a notational novelty --such as a new abbreviation or a "mathematical macro" --for formulae that were interpreted in a familiar domain of discourse. The step consists of starting with a clean slate and axiomatising afresh the manipulations of the new formulae. In doing so, one creates a new domain of discourse; the r61e of the old, familiar domain of discourse, that used to constitute the subject matter, is thereby reduced to that of providing a possible model for the newly postulated theory. It is essential that the axioms of the new theory --which can be interpreted as theorems in the old universe of discourse --are clearly postulated as such and that the new theory is derived from them without any reference to the model of the old universe of discourse. This is the only way to assure that the axioms of the new theory provide an interface that is independent of the old universe of discourse and that, hence, the new theory is safely applicable to alternative models.
Temporal logic is a perfect example. The "old domain of discourse" consists of sequences of states inside some computer and the notational novelty is a collection of temporal operators like O (next) and ~ (eventually). Abstraction is achieved by singling out a set of axioms from the set of laws governing the manipulation of temporal formulae.
Mathematics derives its power from the nesting of abstractions. Here is an example of such nesting. Peano's axioms abstract away from any particular representation of the set N of natural numbers. Further abstraction yields the concept of a semigroup. Semigroups are more general, and N is a very specific semigroup, namely it is infinite and cyclic. Conversely, every infinite and cyclic semigroup satisfies the Peano axioms.
Similarly, sequential algebra is an abstraction of temporal logic which is itself an abstraction of a concrete computational model. Sequential algebra is more general than temporal logic, and temporal logic can be characterized as a sequential algebra with specific properties.
The increase in abstraction is not of the trivial kind, like in "groups are more general than rings" which results from simply dropping some of the given structure. It is interesting because it is based on a radically different approach. As in the example, a logical characterisation (the Peano axioms) is replaced by algebraic structure (semigroups).
Abstractions usually enjoy the advantage of greater simplicity (semigroups are specified by just one axiom). A sequential algebra is just a complete boolean algebra with a semigroup structure and a few axioms giving the interaction between composition and the boolean connectives (whereas Manna and Pnueli's axiomatization of linear temporal logic has 17 axioms, not counting the boolean ones). Semigroups and boolean algebras with operators are thoroughly investigated subjects of algebra and the connection to temporal logic might enable valuable cross fertilization.
Abstraction frequently offers opportunities of building additional algebraic structure. Semigroups can, under certain conditions, be embedded into groups; in our example this yields a construction of the integers. Our work embeds temporal logic into an algebra that is naturally equipped with programming constructs like sequential composition, nondeterministie choice and conditionals, and in which recursion is definable.
It is hard to foresee all possible uses of a new abstraction, but let us list some objectives worth striving for.
The embedding mentioned in the previous paragraph could be a first step towards a design calculus for transforming temporal specification by stepwise refinement, where each step replaces some abstract subterm by a more concrete one, until an executable program is reached.
Taxonomy: Various temporal logics can be identified as subtheories of sequential algebra and large parts of sequential algebra theory can be developed before specialising to any particular of them. We should aim at a general theory, which can be specialised to interesting and/or well-known calculi or logics by adding axioms in an incremental fashion.
-Applications: In a pragmatic sense, the abstract approach may also help to discover new applications of temporal logic. The existing axiomatisation of temporal logic has been guided by a specific computational model, and the sheer number of axioms makes it hard to think of alternative models satisfying them. Showing that all of these axioms are consequences of a small number of assumptions expressible in a more abstract universe may make it easier to think of new situations where these assumptions also hold.
It is important to understand that sequential algebra is not proposed as an alternative to, or replacement of, temporal logic, in the same sense that semigroup theory cannot make Peano's axioms obsolete. Sequential algebra provides a very roundabout way of arriving at the simple and elegant set of operators of temporal logic. Their original discovery was a great intellectual achievement, and the value of temporal logic has been demonstrated abundantly in practical applications. Sequential algebra, on the other hand, aims at abstraction, integration, and classification, rather than direct usefulness for engineering problems. It is not decidable, and it is not complete. It cannot be, or else it could not encompass any theory that lacks these properties.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In the next section we gently introduce the sequential calculus. Section 3 collects basic concepts and laws, most of them familiar from the calculus of relations. Building on this, section 4 introduces the operators of temporal logic. In section 5 we come to the algebraic laws of temporal expressions, adding new axioms as needed on the way, until we obtain as theorems precisely the axioms listed in [9] . In the final section we discuss what progress we have achieved towards the three objectives set out above.
Except for a few examples, to show the style, we have to omit all proofs. They can be found in [5] (some also in [6] ). But we do provide all the necessary lemmas, and the reader who was worked in the relational or a similar calculus should not find it too hard to fill the proofs in.
2
The Sequential Calculus
The relational calculus has been remarkably successful in reasoning about possibly non-deterministic systems, provided that their behaviour can be fully characterised by observation of just their initial and final states [1, 8, 12] . Many alternative models have been proposed for reactive systems, whose behaviour between initiation and termination is also of significance. A common feature of these calculi is that past observations cannot be cancelled or undone by what comes after.
The general modelling technique is to represent each possible system as a set, whose elements represent single observations of a single experiment on the system described. In the relational calculus [13] , the observations are pairs (s, t), where s and t are drawn from the same set of states. In the calculus of intervals [3] , these are required to be related by a total ordering (s < t). In regular expressions [7] the observations are finite sequences of letters drawn from an alphabet A. In the regularity calculus [4] , the sequences are given the structure of a free group. Another example is interval-based temporal logic (which is not to be confused with the point-based temporal logic studied in this paper), where observations are functions from time intervals to states, where time is a total ordering and may be discrete or continuous, finite or infinite [10, 14] . Any calculus for sets should start from consideration of the properties of their members; and sequential algebra relies only on qualities shared by all the observation spaces in question. The most basic common property is the existence of an associative composition operator (x;y), which makes a possibly longer observation from subobservations x and y. For regular expressions, this is just concatenation of strings, and for free groups it is the group multiplication. In other cases, composition is a partial operator: in the relational calculus, the pair (
Similarly, in interval temporal logic, composition is defined only when the end time and. final state of the first operand are the same as the start time and initial state of the second operand. Then the two functions are compatible, so that their union is a function and can be taken as the result of the composition.
To help reasoning about the definedness of composition, we introduce two functions between observations. Each observation x has a left unit u and a right unit u which satisfy the unit properties for composition:
For example, in the relational and interval calculi ( ) (s,t) =(s,s) and (s, t) = (t, t).
In interval temporal logic u is the initial state and time, whereas u is the final state and time. In both cases, composition is defined just when the right unit of the left operand is the same as the left unit of the right operand:
x;yis defined iff u
In regular expressions (as in free groups) there is just a single unit for composition, the empty sequence. As a consequence -+ and ~-are constant functions, and composition is everywhere defined.
The unit functions have two additional properties2: they map units to themselves, and they depend only on the left or right operands of composition: Another property shared by all our models of reactive systems is cancellativily:
If z; y = z'; y' then (z = x') = (y = y').
To formalize the idea that time can only progress in a single dimension we introduce a prefix ordering on observations. If x = y; z then y is said to be a prefix of x (and z a postfix). We postulate If x and y are prefixes of z then z is a prefix of y, or y is a prefix of x.
In reactive systems, it is not possible to backtrack or rewrite history by an inverting operation. The only action that can be undone is the trivial action that has not actually done anything, i.e. a unit 7. So we require that units are
The last assumption seems reasonable and it considerably simplifies the presentation of temporal logic through sequential algebra. However, we make it only for pedagogical reasons; the entire development is possible without it. It is given in full in [5] .
Recall that the domain of temporal logic is given by
where Z is some given set of states. Every observation (cq n) E I consists of an infinite sequence of states and one position in that sequence, and a temporal formula P may be seen as denoting a set of them, namely n) e I P}.
But the observations (~, n) have no duration. The only natural way to impose an observation space structure on I is by defining a trivial composition operator, namely i; i = i and i; j undefined for all distinct i, j C I.
To make composition useful, we embed I into a larger space L in such a way that I is precisely the set of all units of L. Instead of a single index n into the sequence ~, we allow a pair m < n of indices, specifying a (finite) interval, rather than a point. Composition of (a, m, n) and (a', m', n') is defined only when ~ = cr ~ and n = m~; and then we put = 2 These properties endow the observation space with the structure of a small category Identifying (r n) with (r n, n) we are lead to define the projection operators by ( ) (cr, m,n) = (or, m) and ((r,m,n) = (cr, n).
A characteristic of this observation space is that each observation carries within it a knowledge of the entire past and future. Consequently, two observations with the same, say, left unit can only be distinguished by their duration, and the longer one must be an extension of the shorter. An observation space with these properties is called deterministic, because each state determines the entire past and future. Now let L be some fixed observation space. The objective of sequential algebra is to formalise a calculus of subsets of L. These obviously form a complete boolean algebra with join U, meet N, complement --, least element O and greatest element L. Just as relational composition is a lifted form of the composition of pairs (1), our more general sequential composition is obtained by lifting the composition defined for single observations.
pQ d~_f {zl3x~P,y 9
The identity element of composition is i {x Iu x
The absence of a general converse forces us to define a relative converse P/Q, to play the same role that PQ plays in the relational calculus. 
Q\P = {yl3xcQ,z 9
We rule that composition binds more strongly than / and \, and, in turn, these bind more strongly than U and N. We now perform the abstraction step described by Dijkstra by listing a number of theorems valid in the power set algebra over an observation space and taking these as the axioms of a new algebraic structure, called a sequential algebra.
2.1 Definition A sequential algebra is a complete boolean algebra equipped with a constant I and three binary operators PQ, P\Q, and P/Q satisfying axioms 2.2 -2.5.
Monoid axiom Composition is associative and has I as its identity.
The second axiom is the SchrSder law from the relational calculus, except that P(~ and PQ are replaced by P/Q and P\Q. The term 'exchange' is due to Dijkstra.
Exchange axiom PQC_R iff P\RCQ iff R/QC_P.
Not all laws of relational algebra translate into laws of sequential algebra. For example,
(PQ)k = P(QR) = P(RO) ~
holds in relational algebra, whereas in sequential algebra no two of the expressions (PQ)/R, P(Q/R) and P/(R/Q) are equal. In fact, PQ/R describes observations obtained from PQ by cutting off the right something in R. So do the other two terms, but in a more specific way. In P(Q/R) the cut has to be placed after the transition from P to Q, whereas in P/(R/Q) it must be before.
Split axiom

PQ/R = P(Q/R) U P/(R/Q).
The last axiom of sequential algebra is the following
Converse Axiom
I/P = P\I.
We do not explain this axiom here (but see [5] ), because we will not use it. Our assumption that units are indivisible permits a much stronger axiom
Indivisibility Axiom
I/L = I.
We need not postulate the symmetric counterpart of the last axioms, because they can be proved as theorems. The sequential calculus enjoys a perfect symmetry between past and future and with every theorem we prove we get for free its time-wise dual.
An observation space is deterministic iff its power set algebra satisfies the following law
Determinacy axiom (P/L)L = PL U P/L,
To understand this, note that P/L is the prefix closure of P. This axiom does not seem to imply its time-wise dual, so we postulate that also. Most of our theory can be developed without the determinacy axiom, and we will draw special attention to the place where it is needed. This concludes the abstraction step. From now on observations must not be mentioned anymore (except for motivating definitions). Additional operators may only be defined in terms of the basic ones, and proofs must solely rely on the axioms of sequential algebra.
Basics of Sequential Algebra
In this section we define the analogues of some basic concepts of the relational calculus, and list relevant algebraic laws. --The composition and both of the partial converse operators are universally disjunctive. In particular, they have O as left and right zero. Moreover, the following laws hold
P\(Q/R) = (P\Q)/R PQ/Q c P (R N P/S)S D_D_ RS r3 P P/QR = (P/R)/Q P/QQ g P (n n PS)lS 2 his n P P/I = P
Iteration is defined by po = I, pi+l = ppi, and P* = Ui>o P~"
Predicates
In the relational calculus, a state s can be represented by the observation (s, s). So, a pre&cate on states may be represented as a set of observations x with u = x =~. Generalising this idea to the sequential calculus, we call P a predicate iff P C_ I. By convention, B and C always denote predicates. Let us define a negation operator by
We allow logical notation for predicates
Clearly, the set of all predicates forms a boolean algebra. Here are some laws:
B(PNQ)=BPClQ BC=BNC (BDC)P=BP(qCP (-~B)L = BL BP = B\P (3) PB/Q = P/QB BP/Q = B(P/Q) P/BQ = (P/Q)B
Domain and Codomain
As in the relational calculus, every P can be projected to its domain or codomain 
They satisfy a couple of useful Galois connections. 
(P C B) = (P C BL)
Here are some more laws
The next law depends on the determinacy axiom. It is crucial for establishing that the next and previous operators cancel each other out. ) ( ,,, PQ = p\Q u Q\p.
The proof proceeds by indirect equality:
PQ c ~C ( , -QC c (-~ P)L =_QCCPL _~ QC c PL U P/L --(Q/C c_ PL) A (P/L C_ QC) =_-(PLC C Q) A (QCL C P) -(P\Q c LC) A (Q\P c_ CL) -(P\Q c_ L(-~C)) A (Q\P C_ (-~C)L) ,) ( -P\Q u Q\P c_ -~C
(by the Galois connection (6)) (by the Galois connection (7))
(by the Galois connection (6)) 9
The All-the-Time Operator
Suppose x is an observation with the following property: Whereever you cut x in two, you find a state at which the predicate B holds:
Then B is said to hold all the time in x. The set [B] of all observations x with this property can be defined as follows:
The all-the-time operator is conjunctive and distributes over composition 
The Operators of Temporal Logic
The smallest measurements of progress are non-unit observations that cannot be further decomposed into non-unit subobservations. Such observations correspond to single transitions of the observed system. The set of all transitions is described by step dej 7 n 7-7.
OB holds at some state s iff there is a transition x with u = s and B holds at u The time-wise dual of the 'next' operator is the 'previous' operator @.
def < de] OB = step B OB = B step.
B 'until' C holds at a state s if there is an observation x with u = s such that B V C holds all the time in x and C holds at the end. The time-wise dual is 'since':
The remaining operators are defined in terms of the four basic ones
The Algebra of Temporal Logic
In this section we sketch how the axioms of a temporal logic may be proved as theorems of sequential algebra. The first task is to establish the (almost-Galois) connection between 'next' and 'previous':
C_-,last) A (OB C C).
We prove the direction from right to left. .The definitions of the last section make also sense for continuous time (i.e. step = O), except that, of course, 'next' and 'previous' map everything to F. We will now restrict ourselves to the discrete case. We postulate 3.
Discreteness axiom L = step*.
Under the assumption of discreteness, 'until' can also be defined in terms of iteration B u c = iB step)*C. 
We have not, so far, made any assumptions violating time-wise symmetry, so the temporal duals of the above laws also hold. But Manna and Pnueli's logic applies to computations that continue forever: rio computation can ever reach a last state. So we postulate
Progress axiom last = F.
Since OB = last V OB, this implies that O coincides with its de Morgan dual (~.
Our declared objective is to prove the axioms of temporal logic as theorems in sequential algebra. Since the conventions of algebra differ from those of logic we need to explain the correspondence.
In logic, temporal expressions achieve meaning through a validity relation, whereas in our approach they denote elements of a sequential algebra. Fortunately all we need to relate the two is a slight change of perspective.
Recall that a state corresponds to a pair (cr, n) where n is an index into the computation sequence, or; such a state is initial iff n = 0. In the logic we aim at, a formula is said to be valid if it holds at all initial states. Translating to algebra, we define a predicate B to be valid iff
first C_ B.
Temporal logic has stronger versions of implication and equivalence, denoted by :=~ and 4>. They are defined by ~nd
(B ~ C) d~s (B ~ C) A (C ~ B).
B is said to entail C iff B ~ C is valid. Two predicates B and C that entail each other are congruent.
Lemma
Assume B C C. Then B entails C.
Using this lemma, and the equality of O and O, we can translate the laws (11) into temporal validities. This is precisely the set of axioms given in [9] . --Manna and Pnueli define U and 8 in terms of 14; and B, whereas we had to do it the other way round. This is not a problem, because their definitions come out as theorems
BUC=BWC
A OC and BSC=BBC A ~C.
Manna and Pnueli assume that computations do not extend infinitely into the past: every computation sequence e~ must have a first element. This is expressed by the following postulate:
It is a curious fact that all axioms of temporal logic can be proved without invoking well-foundedness. Its only use is in proving the entailment theorem, which states that congruence in logic corresponds precisely to equality in algebra. (by well-foundedness) ..
Conclusion
We showed that all axioms of Manna and Pnueli's logic correspond to theorems of deterministic sequential algebra. Conversely, as we have explained in section 2, the domain Z ~~ x N of this logic can be embedded into an observation space, and then our definitions of O etc. coincides with the standard one. From this it follows that every equation between temporal expressions that can be proved in sequential algebra gives a valid congruence of temporal logic.
To summarise, we have modelled Manna and Pnueli's logic precisely. We have proved all the axioms as theorems, and we have shown that no theorem can be derived that would correspond to an invalid formula.
In the introduction we suggested three aims of an algebraic approach to temporal logic. Let us now review how much progress has been made towards these objectives.
Power. We have not attempted to outline a design calculus here, but a first attempt has been made in a companion paper [2] . But the proofs we have given (and those we had to omit) illustrate the interplay between the temporal expressions that pertain to single points and the sequential constructs which enable us to calculate with longer sections of a computation. They are also very similar in fiavour to the relational calculus, which has been so successful for design and correctness proofs of conventional programs. This makes us hope that the sequential calculus may be similarly efficacious for the construction of reactive processes.
There is another interesting possibility. We considered the temporal operators as operators on predicates only, but nothing in their definitions prevents us from applying them to arbitrary arguments. For example, the predicate C)(x := x + 1) holds at some point iff the next but one transition increments x by one.
In another paper [6] , we developed a fragment of interval temporal logic from sequential algebra (without needing any additional axioms). So we have also integrated point-based and interval-based temporal logic in a single framework, simpler and more general than either.
Taxonomy. We developed one variety of temporal logic from sequential algebra by adding four axioms to sequential algebra, each of which corresponds to one of four orthogonal design decisions (of Manna and Pnueli): The determinacy axiom for linearity of time, the discreteness axiom, the progress axiom for allowing only infinite computation sequences, and the well-foundedness axiom for requiring that every computation sequence must have a first element. Other choices lead to different points in temporal logic country, but it will need someone more widely travelled than this author to attempt a complete mapping.
We have also seen that definitions can be taken and many theorems can be proved before additional axioms are introduced. In particular, practically all work can be done before breaking time-wise symmetry. Late commitments are the key to avoiding painful duplication and backtracking.
Apphcations. Observation spaces provide models for sequential algebra, thereby providing a way of finding new uses for temporal logic. A promising candidate is Hoare's theory of Communicating Sequential Processes. Observation spaces for CSP are well explored [11] and all we need is to add a little twist to make them deterministic. It remains to be seen if this integration of CSP with relational calculus and temporal logic can lead to improved design methods for concurrent programs.
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